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The Wisdom of Solomon: An Amish Storybook Wanda E. Brunstetter
2012-06-01 Presents a collection of short stories involving Solomon, a
wise young Amish boy, who gives advice to his friends and learns about
friendship, caring, and God's love.
An Amish Christmas Beth Wiseman 2011-09-12 Celebrate Christmas with
Four Amish Romances. A Choice to Forgive by Beth Wiseman After Daniel
disappeared that long-ago Christmas Eve, Lydia built a life with his
brother. But now she's a widow and Daniel has reappeared, asking for
forgiveness. Can she go back to her normal life with her long-lost
love as her neighbor? A Miracle for Miriam by Kathleen Fuller Seth is
no longer the arrogant young man who shattered Miriam's confidence and
broker her heart. Will he be able to show "plain" Miriam that she is
truly beautiful to him? One Child by Barbara Cameron The birth of one
child forever changed the world two thousand years ago. On a snowy
Christmas night in Lancaster County, another child changes the world
for two very different couples. Christmas Cradles by Kelly Long When
Anna Stolis takes over for her aunt, the local midwife, Christmas
night heats up with multiple deliveries, three strangers' quilts, and
unexpected help from the handsome and brooding Asa Lapp.
The Amish Quilter Mindy Starns Clark 2018-05-01 A gifted young
quilter... a successful artist... the life-changing revelation that
threatens to tear them apart... Linda Mueller lives an orderly,
uneventful existence, content to divide her time between creating the
beautiful quilts for which she is known and working at an Englisch
fabric shop. Idealistic to a fault, Linda has never found a man worth
marrying—until she meets Isaac Mast, a newcomer to Lancaster County

and a talented painter. As they bond over their respective crafts,
Linda is drawn to Isaac's kind ways, humble spirit, and intriguing
personality, and soon the seams of her carefully-constructed world
begin to loosen. With Isaac's help, she explores the story of her late
grandmother, also a gifted artist. But when an astonishing truth comes
to light, Linda faces a grave decision, one that could destroy any
hope of a future with Isaac. Will their dreams of a life together
completely unravel? Or can she find some way to stitch them back
together again?
Scraps of Evidence Barbara Cameron 2014-01-21 Tess has taken some
ribbing from her fellow officer, Logan, for her quilting hobby. He
finds it hard to align the brisk professional officer he patrols with
during the day with the one who quilts in her off-time. Besides, he's
been trying to get to know her better and he'd like to be seeing her
during those few nights a week she spends with her quilting guild.
Then one afternoon Tess and Logan visit her aunt in the nursing home,
and the woman acts agitated when Tess covers her with the story quilt.
Aunt Susan is attempting to communicate a message to them about Tess's
uncle. There's a story behind this quilt, they realize, one that may
lead them to a serial killer. Will they have a chance to have a future
together, or will the killer choose Tess for his next victim before
they find him?
A Time for Peace Barbara Cameron 2011-10-01 After Years of Hardship,
Jenny’s Life Appears Perfect. So Why Does Something Seem to Be
Missing? Jenny Bontrager is finally at a place of love and belonging
with her husband, Matthew, and his children. Life seems golden with
both her family and career as a writer. But everything Jenny now
believes in is thrown into question with the discovery of a long-lost
letter from her father. Her sense of peace and contentment destroyed
by betrayal, Jenny struggles with her renewed faith--and the love of
everyone around her. “Barbara Cameron has written another wonderful,
sweet story that tugs at the emotions. Amish fiction fans will
definitely want to add A Time for Peace to their library.” --Kathleen
Fuller, best-selling author of A Summer Secret, A Hand to Hold, and
The Secrets Beneath "A Time for Peace, Barbara Cameron's newest
heartwarming story in the Quilts of Lancaster County series, invites
readers to come on in, sit down around the table for a cup of tea
while getting to know this Amish family where love is happening. When
troubles and doubts come for Jenny, you'll be living her story with
her and hoping she won't lose sight of that ribbon of love that so
strongly binds these people together." Ann H. Gabhart, author of The
Outsider, Summer of Joy, and Angel Sister "A Time for Peace is an
inspirational story of working through some of the tough questions and
situations life throws at us. Barbara Cameron gives us another
endearing Amish tale in this Quilts of Lancaster County series." FreshFiction.com

A Time To Love Barbara Cameron 2010-09-01 War correspondent Jennie
King thinks she's just a temporary guest in her grandmother's Amish
community while she recuperates from the devastating injuries
sustained in a car bomb attack that changed her world. But when she
meets Matthew Bontrager, the man she had a crush on as a teenager, she
wonders if God has a new plan for her. Jennie has emotional and
physical scars and though she feels she has come home to this man and
this place, she's not sure she can bridge the difference between their
worlds.
One Light Still Shines Marie Monville 2013-09-30 “My story is not
about my past, but about your future,” says Marie Roberts Monville. In
the startling tragedy of the Amish schoolhouse shooting at Nickel
Mines, one story has never been told; Marie Roberts Monville, the wife
of the man who created such horror, tells her story for the very first
time. It is a story of sorrow and destruction, but also one of
majestic deliverance, unending compassion, breathtaking forgiveness,
and grace-filled redemption. Within a solitary moment, Marie Monville
realized that life, as she knew it, was over. What she never
anticipated was a tangible encounter with God reaching into her
circumstances, through them rewriting all she believed about herself,
her faith, and the God she thought she knew. One Light Still Shines
reveals three love stories: the innocent love of a devoted wife for a
husband in pain, the incomprehensible love of God in the aftermath of
massacre and destruction, and the redemptive love of Christ, waiting
to unfold in the life of every person who reads this book. Marie's
journey since that darkest of days has been invaded with light which
shines through these pages into the darkest questions we all
face--questions about our past, our value, our identity, and own
powerlessness in this fallen world. Come face to face with the Power
behind every answer—a love that begs to be received.
A Time to Love Barbara Cameron 2010 As war correspondent Jennie King
recuperates in her grandmother's Amish community, from a car bomb
attack, she meets Matthew Bontrager, the man she had a crush on as a
teenager, and wonders if God has a new plan for her. Original.
Valley of Hope Sarah Price 2012-06-01 Samuel Lapp isn't ready to
think about joining the Amish church yet. However, he's feeling the
pressure from his family, community, and church. The harder they push,
the more he rebels. Not even his pretty neighbor, Mary Ruth Smucker,
can get Samuel to settle down into the Amish ways. Just when everyone
has given up hope on Samuel, he finds himself learning more about the
non-Amish way of life than he ever wanted to know. When he finds
faith, will his struggles be over?
P.S. I Love You Jackson Brown 2000-09-29 "Mom loved to write to my
sister and me," H. Jackson Brown writes. "They began when I was an
eight-year old camper away from home for the first time. When I opened
Mom's letter, I would always read the P.S. first. I just couldn't wait

to discover what revelations, humor,observations, admonitions, and
encouragement she wanted to share with me." "No matter how hard you
hug your money, it never hugs you back,"says one P.S. "Middle age is
when you have two choices and you choosethe one that gets you home
earlier, " says another. Jack Brown's mother shared valuable advice
with him about the issues ofwisdom, hope, humor, and faith. "Although
some were written more thanthirty years ago," Brown says, "they still
run with truth andinsight."
Sensing You J.M. Adele 2016-03-30 They claw at me in my sleep. My
constant companions, haunting me at every turn. Their whispers shiver
down my neck. Secrets that could destroy my only chance at love. I was
born with a curse. And now … my curse could lead me to my death.
Ronnie has spent her life hiding in plain sight. Ridiculed as a child,
she learned quickly not to trust anyone with the knowledge of her
gift. Until one persistent spirit in need of help won’t take no for an
answer. Embarking on a search for the ghost’s brother exposes her to
friendship, love ... and a twisted evil. After suffering unimaginable
loss, Brad takes a nosedive into the bottom of a bottle. Reckless and
out of control, he’s at risk of skidding into oblivion. A brush with a
stranger inspires him to drag himself out of his hell hole. But the
forces that drew them together are also threatening to pull them
apart. Dark secrets lay buried, waiting to snuff out their happiness.
Will they be able to stop a madman in time, or will he claim his next
victim? *WARNING: this book is intended for mature audiences due to
adult content. *
The Quilter's Daughter Wanda E. Brunstetter 2015-12-01 Abby Miller
leaves her successful quilt shop and patient fiance in Ohio to help
her newly remarried and now pregnant mother in Lancaster County. While
she's away, Abby's world is shattered in one fell swoop. How can God
make anything good come out of this tragedy? With shaken faith, Abby
is forced to look for answers away from friends and family. Will she
find them in the ashes of the past, in her love of quilting, or in the
heart of an overlooked Amish man? Can her faith withstand the flames
of tragedy? The Quilter's Daughter is book 2 in the Daughters of
Lancaster's County series. Other books in the series include The
Storekeeper's Daughter: Book 1 and The Bishop's Daughter: Book 3.
Amish Crib Quilts From the Midwest Janneken Smucker 2003-06 A rare
collection of 90 antique Amish quilts for children is show-cased in
this brilliantly colorful volume. Few antique Amish crib quilts remain
because they were put to hard use in large families which typically
averaged seven children. But Sara Miller of Kalona, Iowa, herself a
member of the Old Order Amish, began building a collection of lovely
antique crib quilts which she learned about as the proprietor of a
fabric and quilt shop. Thus began an unusual odyssey -- Sara, who once
disparaged the quilting tradition of her heritage, thinking it dull
and drab, began to see its graphic beauty when outsiders became intent

on owning Amish quilts. The richly colorful quilts featured here come
from Amish communities through the Midwestern United States. In
addition to 90 full-color plates of the exquisite quilts is
interpretive commentary and documentation, plus three essays
elaborating on the significance of the collection. Author Janneken
Smucker descends from a line of quilters in the Amish-Mennonite
community of Goshen, IN; Dr. Patricia Cox Crews is Director of the
International Quilt Study Center in Lincoln, NE; Dr. Linda Welters is
Professor of Textiles at the University of Rhode Island. Amish Crib
Quilts from the Midwest: The Sara Miller Collection is an unusual
feast visually. The analyses that accompany the boldly beautiful
images contribute scholarship to this intersection of art and the life
of the Amish.
The Christmas Cradle Charlotte Hubbard 2015-09 When Miriam and Ben
Hooley, who are expecting a baby of their own, rally the town of
Willow Ridge to help 18-year-old Lena Esh and her boyfriend, Josiah
Witmer, bring their own little miracle into the world, these too
couples form an unbreakable bond as their dreams of a forever family
finally come true.
Amish Quilts Janneken Smucker 2013-11-15 By thoroughly examining all
of these aspects, Amish Quilts is an essential resource for anyone
interested in the history of these beautiful works.
Breath of Spring Charlotte Hubbard 2014-05-06 “A great addition to
the wonderful Seasons of the Heart romance series” from the beloved
author of Autumn Winds and Winter of Wishes (RT Book Reviews, 4
stars). As a bright season brings a fresh start to Willow Ridge, Annie
Mae Knepp feels she can never make peace with the past. Her disgraced
ex-bishop father is furious she has taken her five siblings to live
with her. She’s never been truly at home in her faith . . . or
believing in herself. And Annie Mae fears no man will want to take on
the responsibilities she’s gladly shouldered. True, her quiet neighbor
Adam Wagler has been steadfast and unshakeable helping her through her
trials, but he surely couldn't think of someone so lost as more than a
friend. Believing she is unworthy because of her doubts, Annie Mae
will find in a moment of surprising revelation that God can work
impossible miracles—and that love makes all things new. “The warm and
supportive town of Willow Ridge will appeal to readers who appreciate
the traditional values and neighborly ways of the plain
folk.”—Publishers Weekly Praise for Charlotte Hubbard and the Seasons
of the Heart series “Fans of Amish fiction will love the Seasons of
the Heart series.”—Marta Perry, national bestselling author “A
heartwarming new voice for fans of Beverly Lewis.”—Emma Miller, author
of An Amish Mystery series “These very special books will sit proudly
on my keeper shelf!”—Romance Reviews Today
Beyond the Storm Carolyn Zane 2012-10-01 After a tornado rips through
her town, store owner Abigail comes across a piece of fabric from a

wedding dress among the devastation. Abigail is moved to start
collecting other swatches of fabric she finds – her neighbor’s kitchen
curtains, a man’s necktie, a dog’s bed – which she stashes in shopping
bags. As she pursues her seemingly absurd quest, horrible realities
spark the question, “What kind of a God would allow such tragedy?” As
she struggles to reconcile her right to happiness amidst the
destruction, Abigail begins piecing together a patchwork quilt from
the salvaged fabric in hopes it will bring some peace. But a new
relationship with Justin, a contractor, may require too much of her
fragile heart. Will her pain and questions of faith give way to the
courage to love?
When Winter Comes Barbara Cameron 2012-03-13 Follow one year in an
Amish community with three heartwarming tales of old friends and new
beginnings. "When Winter Comes" is one novella from this collection.
It's been too long since Rebecca has done what she loves—put on her
skates and fly across the ice. Five years have passed since a winter
accident took her twin Lizzie and left Rebecca heartbroken. And Ben
has waited for her all that time. At last she's starting to heal. But
has too much time passed for their hearts to reconnect?
Before It's Too Late Kathleen Y'Barbo 2019 Janice's son is about to
propose to his girlfriend, Zelda. Before he can pop the question,
Zelda is accused of stealing money meant for Marietta's annual
Thanksgiving Feast. Janice and her friends from the Wayfaerers Inn
must clear Zelda's name.
Plain Beauty Leslie Gould 2019 When a little Amish boy in Bird-inHand is diagnosed with leukemia, the Plain community rallies around
him - as do Martha, Mary, and Elizabeth, and Secondhand Blessings
becomes a staging area to gather donated goods for a fund-raising
auction. The little boy's grandfather, Alvin Miller, donates a
racehorse he recently acquired, along with a valuable saddle, to the
cause. But when Alvin's stable is set on fire and both the horse and
saddle disappear, Martha and her sisters are thrust into solving a
mystery that follows horse dealers and trainers from Virginia to
Pennsylvania to Maryland. Meanwhile, Martha gets disturbing news from
her family in Kansas. Her own granddaughter, Celeste, has fallen ill.
Will the mystery behind the fire and disappearance of Alvin's prize
horse remain unsolved while Martha tends to the needs of her faraway
family? -back cover.
A Time to Heal Barbara Cameron 2011-03-01 Chris Matlock, a wounded
and weary ex-soldier, just wants peace in his life, and he believes
he’s found it when he visits Matthew and Jenny Bontrager. He envies
their happiness and simple life but doesn’t believe that that life is
meant for him. When he meets Matthew’s sister, Hannah, a small spark
of hope flares within him. Despite the clash of cultures between the
former military man and the pacifist Amish woman, Chris and Hannah
fall in love. Chris settles into life in the community, helping

Matthew with the farm. Then the threats begin. At first, Chris plans
to leave in order to protect Hannah. Then he discovers who his enemy
is and realizes that he must stay and face his adversary, even if it
means revealing a secret he hoped would remain buried forever.
An Amish Gathering Thomas Nelson 2009-12-21 Three heartwarming tales
of old friends and new beginnings that span one year in an Amish
community. A Change of Heart by Beth Wiseman Leah is no good at
cooking, cleaning, sewing, gardening—the skills that young women need
to make a proper Amish wife. All she wants to do is write stories, but
she's sincerely tired of being a disappointment. Will she ever find
someone who accepts her just as she is? And can an almost-Amish angel
in red polka dots help her find her way? A Place of His Own by
Kathleen Fuller When Josiah left Paradise the first time, he didn't
even say good-bye. Now he's back, ten years later, and he's changed.
Why is he so distant and bitter? Where is the boy who used to be
Amanda's best friend? Amanda is learning that there are things even a
capable Amish girl can't fix. But can she stand there and watch him
walk away . . . again? When Winter Comes by Barbara Cameron It's been
too long since Rebecca has done what she loves—put on her skates and
fly across the ice. Five years have passed since a winter accident
took her twin Lizzie and left Rebecca heartbroken. And Ben has waited
for her all that time. At last she's starting to heal. But has too
much time passed for their hearts to reconnect?
Teeny-Tiny Quilts Donna Lynn Thomas 2018-04-01 Master the precision
and attention to detail needed for quilts—in sizes small, smaller, and
smallest! In this book, author Donna Lynn Thomas teaches you the
skills you need to create accurately pieced quilts in miniature.
Choosing fabrics (with emphasis on print size), cutting (with emphasis
on accuracy), sewing (with techniques for how to sew small pieces and
tiny half-square triangles), pressing, and finishing are all covered
in depth. Build your confidence and skills at your own pace with easyto-follow instructions and a progression of twelve main projects, from
easier to more challenging. Plus, each project comes in up to three
sizes, so you can choose how small you want to go!
Daughters of Lancaster County Wanda E. Brunstetter 2012-05-01 Follow
the riveting story of a kidnapped Amish child through three of Wanda
E. Brunstetter’s top selling novels. The Fisher family of Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, seems to suffer one tragedy after another, and oldest
daughter, Naomi, blames herself. Abby Miller puts her dreams on hold
to help the Fisher family, but longs to return to Ohio. Leona Weaver
falls in love with an outsider who could hold clues to the distant
kidnapping event.
Fabric of a Nation Pamela Parmal 2021-04-27 A mother stitches a few
lines of prayer into a bedcover for her son serving in the Union army
during the Civil War. A formerly enslaved African American woman
creates a quilt populated by Biblical figures alongside celestial

events. A Diné women weaves a blanket for a U.S. Army soldier
stationed in the Southwest. A quilted Lady Liberty, George Washington,
and Abraham Lincoln mark the resignation of Richard Nixon. These are
just a few of the diverse and sometimes hidden stories of the American
experience told by quilts and bedcovers from the collection of the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Spanning more than four hundred years,
the fifty-six works of textile art in this book express the personal
narratives of their makers and owners and connect to broader stories
of global trade, immigration, industry, marginalization, and
territorial and cultural expansion. Made by Americans of European,
African, Native, and Hispanic heritage, these engaging works of art
range from family heirlooms to acts of political protest, each with
its own story to tell.
Love Finds You in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania Annalisa Daughety
2011 Two women, Amish-born Lydia Ann Raber and southerner Caroline
DeMarco, discover a shared history of loss and an unlikely friendship
develops as they open a gift shop in Lancaster County, where they both
hope for a second chance at love.
Quilts of Lancaster County Bundle, A Time to Love, A Time to Heal & A
Time for Peace - eBook [ePub] Barbara Cameron 2013-11-29 This bundle
contains A Time to Love, A Time to Heal, and A Time for Peace, plus
bonus chapters from Annie’s Christmas Wish, Her Restless Heart, The
Heart’s Journey, and Heart in Hand. A Time to Love Newspaper woman
Jennie King thinks she’s just a temporary guest in her grandmother’s
Amish community while she recuperates from the devastating injuries
sustained in a car accident. But when she meets Matthew Bontrager, the
man she had a crush on as a teenager, she wonders if God has a new
plan for her. A Time to Heal Chris Matlock, a wounded and weary exsoldier, just wants peace in his life, and he believes he’s found it
when he visits Matthew and Jenny Bontrager. He envies their happiness
and simple life even though he doesn’t believe that their life is
meant for him. But when he meets Matthew’s sister, Hannah, a small
spark of hope flares within him—and he soon will do anything to
protect her, even if it means revealing a secret he hoped would remain
buried forever. A Time for Peace Jenny Bontrager is finally at a place
of love and belonging with her husband, Matthew, and his children.
Life seems golden with both her family and career as a writer. But
everything Jenny now believes in is thrown into question with the
discovery of a long-lost letter from her father. Her sense of peace
and contentment destroyed by betrayal, Jenny struggles with her
renewed faith--and the love of everyone around her.
The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club Wanda E. Brunstetter 2012-04-03
Now a New York Times Bestseller! Join the club of unlikely quilters
who show up for Amish widow Emma Yoder’s quilting classes. A troubled
young woman, a struggling couple, a widower, a rough and tough biker,
and a preacher’s wife make up the mismatched lot. But as their

problems begin to bind them together like the scraps of fabric
stitched together in a quilt, they learn to open up and lend a helping
hand. Is this what God had in mind to heal hurting hearts and create
beauty from fragments?
For the Love of Quilts Ann Hazelwood 2018-02-03 Complicated and
confusing romance continues for Josephine's Guest House proprietor
Kate Meyr in Everlasting Quilts, the fourth novel in the East Perry
County series. John Baker, Kate's lakehouse neighbor, a writer, and
wannabe lover intrigues Kate with his research on quilts for a
magazine article. In the process, she discovers unusual destinations
for quilts, even in her own family. These stories are precious and
everlasting. But not all is precious in Borna as Kate faces a fight
for her life in her beloved home. Thanks to the spirit of Josephine
and a handsome new acquaintance, Kate is able to persevere. It's once
again another secret that Kate has to keep from her community as she
continues to protect her guest house's reputation.
Amish Confidential Levi Stoltzfus 2015-03-31 The star of Amish Mafia
presents a confessional about Amish life today to reveal practices of
forbidden indulgences, senseless shunnings and colorful family feuds
while sharing insights into infamous news events. TV tie-in.
Courting Cate (The Courtships of Lancaster County Book #1) Leslie
Gould 2012-11-01 #1 Bestselling Author Leslie Gould Delivers a New
Amish Romance Series When Amish farmer Pete Treger moves to Paradise
Township, Pennsylvania, seeking a better life, he meets sisters Cate
and Betsy Miller. Both are beautiful, but older sister Cate is known
more for her sharp tongue and fiery temper than her striking
appearance. Betsy, on the other hand, is sweet and flirty--and seems
to have attracted most of the bachelors in Lancaster County! However,
the sisters' wealthy father has made one hard and fast rule: elder
sister must marry first, before the younger can even start courting.
Unfortunately for poor Betsy, and for the men who want to court her,
her older sister, Cate, doesn't have any suitors--until Pete comes to
town, that is. Though he finds both sisters attractive, something
about Cate's feisty demeanor appeals to him. Soon the other bachelors
in the district convince Pete to court Cate. She hardly seems
receptive to his overtures, though. Instead, she's immediately
suspicious of his interest.
Leaving Lancaster County Teresa Phillips 2004-08-01 Miriam Ruth Yoder
is an Amish lady who yearns to travel to Africa as a missionary nurse.
It takes a letter from the Governor and a mysterious lady to make her
family see that God has given her a talent. She must decide to use or
lose it. Having Doctor Charles Lambert walk into her life doesn't help
matters. For he is a Baptist medical missionary who has his eyes set
right on her. This handsome man has found the key to turn her heart.
It is through him that she learns that life is worth taking risks even
when you could fall. For you have to fall before you can walk.

Sometimes the good person wins even when they fall.
The Country Love Quilt Cheryl A. Benner 1989-01 Following in the
tradition of The Country Bride Quilt, this new book features the
"Country Love Quilt," a design of breathtaking beauty that blends a
country look with a touch of Victorian style.
The Storekeeper's Daughter Wanda E. Brunstetter 2015-11-01 Time seems
to stand still in Naomi Fisher’s tranquil community, but it cannot
hold back tragedy. Helping her widowed father run a store, manage a
household, and raise seven children is a daunting task. There is no
time to think about courtship and having her own family, still her
heart yearns for the attention of Caleb Hoffmeir. But her days are
plotted for her—until the afternoon her baby brother goes missing from
the yard. How can Naomi expect anyone to love and trust her if she
couldn’t take care of one small boy? Should she leave all that is
familiar and seek a new avenue of life?
Wreaths for Every Season Stasie McArthur 2020 Step-by-step tutorials
show how to create 24 beautiful wreaths for anywhere in the home and
any occasion. Patterns employ easy-to-find supplies and are suitable
for crafters at all skill levels.
The Christmas Quilt Vannetta Chapman 2013-10-15 Annie's life is
deliciously full as the Christmas season approaches. She helps her
husband, Samuel, attend to the community's minor medical needs. She
occasionally assists Belinda, the local midwife, and most days, she
finds herself delivering the buggy to her brother Adam. Annie’s sisterin-law Leah is due to deliver their first child before Christmas
morning, and Annie is determined to finish a crib quilt before the
boppli arrives. With six weeks to go, she should have no problem . . .
but God may have a different plan. Leah is rushed to the English
hospital when the infant arrives early, and Annie discovers the
Christmas quilt may hold a far greater significance than she ever
imagined.
Urban and Amish Myra Harder 2014-10-07 Designer Myra Harder presents
time-honored Amish quilts along with a modern reinterpretation of each
bold, graphic design. With varied color palettes and construction
methods, she achieves dramatically different looks. Find two distinct
patterns for every design: one traditionally Amish, one modern for a
total of 16 extraordinary projects Explore the versatility of quilt
designs such as Pineapple, Log Cabin, and Ohio Star Achieve effective
results whether you prefer classic Amish solids or a brighter, lighter
palette in prints
True Blue Quilts Annette Plog 2017-03-01 Turn something old into
something new... with all things blue! The blue-and-white quilt is one
of the most desired antiques, and many can still be found in good
condition. Preserve and honor history with 15 traditional blue-quilt
patterns made from reproduction fabrics. Discover the progression of
blue quilts through the Civil War years, from the first indigo fabrics

to synthetic dyes. Create heirlooms from traditional blocks with this
valuable book of pieced quilts for beginners.
Annie's Christmas Wish Barbara Cameron 2013-10-01 Ever since her stepmom brought her a snow globe of the New York City skyline, Annie has
wanted to visit the beautiful, big city. Since it’s nearing the time
of Annie’s rumschpringe—the time when Amish youth experience Englisch
life to make a decision whether to live in that world or become
baptized into the Amish faith—the family decides a visit is a good
idea. They watch the Macy’s Christmas parade, admire the decorated
store windows, skate at the Rockefeller Center rink and— Annie’s
favorite—get a glimpse of a writer’s life while visiting the New York
Times building. But others aren’t as thrilled with Annie’s lure to the
Big Apple. Aaron has long been attracted to Annie and is sure he’s in
love. As he watches her engage in big city life, he grows concerned
that she won’t want to return to their quieter life. Will Annie follow
Aaron back home? Or stay and pursue her dreams? Competing for her
attention, Aaron sets out to show Annie that Christmas isn’t about the
glitz and glamour, but about family, love, and the birth of Jesus.
Why We Quilt Thomas Knauer 2019-10-15 In this tribute to today’s
vibrant quilting community, prize-winning quilter and teacher Thomas
Knauer has curated a stunning collection of quilts from a wide range
of modern makers, accompanied by their testimonials about what
inspires their work and imbues their craft with meaning.
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